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Jesetta â€œJetâ€• Hutchens has issues. In Crowning Glory, Book 1 of the Restore My Soul series,

the death of Jet's sister leaves her with an unforgiving heart and a firestorm of anger. Jet needs

Jesus, and handsome, single minister Rossi Tolliver is just the person to help her find a love led by

the Spirit.
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I really enjoyed meeting Jet, Diane, Levi, Rossi and the rest of the Tollivers.I loved Jet's back story,

even without reading,Crowning Glory. As usual, Pat has given us a story that opens the hearts of

her characters.God is in control of these peoples' lives. That is what I love about a Pat Simmons

book.Always well written and professionally edited; Pat Simmons never disappoints me.Now, to

download Crowning Glory for my next enjoyable read. Smiles.

I was happy to see this book and excited to know that the full story is coming this fall. After reading

Crowning Glory I fell in love with all of the characters and hoped for a sequel. This book was a great

prequel. It gave you the back drop of where Jet's feelings came from. It explained her actions in



Crowning Glory it also brings you up to speed with what has happened since then to set you up for

the next installment. If you weren't a Jet fan you will be once you read this book. Very well done!!

Oh my goodness. I so enjoyed Jet's story, even though it left me heartbroken for her, and her

struggles. The model on the cover of the book appears to be troubled with her downcast eyes,

which is so appropriate. Jet's story added "filing" and depth her and to "Crowning Glory", and is the

perfect lead in to "Love Led by the Spirit". The excerpt has me excitedly waiting the the book to

come out. I am so pulling for Jet and Rossi!

I had the opportunity to read Crowning Glory before reading this book. The more I thought about the

two books about Jet, it kind of felt like two different women were talked about. There is definitely a

Dr. Jekyll and Ms. Hyde personality. Maybe, with the third book, it will all time together for me.

Jet: The Back Story to Love Led by the Spirit by Pat SimmonsRestore My Soul Series Book

TwoJesetta â€œJetâ€• Hutchens, as the older sister, has watched over her younger sister, Diane,

since their parents died. They are best friends. She watches as her sister falls in love, marries, and

gives birth. And then she loses her sister and that hole is filled up with unforgiveness and anger.The

quiet voice of Pastor Rossi Tolliver is always there, urging her to hand things over to God. Jet just

can't get through the angerâ€”or the pastâ€”to move on, or to allow God control of her life.This

novella is told from Jet's point of view only. It spans about eight years of her life. The reader can first

meet Jet in book one; Crowning Glory and her story continues in book three; Love Led by the Spirit.

I love how Pat weaves in real social issues that we Christians sometimes just overlook or try to just

pray away. Reading Jet's story was like reading a page out of my own life and I felt such a sense of

loss when I reached the end of the book. I can't wait to see how her story ends. God bless you Pat

Simmons!!

I really enjoyed this backstory JET. It's a story filled with life's unexpected circumstances, pain and

the challenge of finding love. Jesetta, affectionately known as Jet, becomes consumed with a storm

in her life that she wouldn't wish on her worst enemy. God sends her a family who stands in the gap

for her during her process. That's all fine and dandy but it's evident that she needs JESUS for

herself.Reading this story made me want to go back and read Crowning Glory and now I'm super

ready to read the upcoming release Love Led by the Spirit. If you're looking for a quick, enjoyable



story, download this one and you'll want to read more books from this author. I've read several of

her books. Pat Simmons is amazing!

Even though this was very short, I think it progressed nicely and it didn't seem rushed at all. I

appreciate that. You can feel God trying to get into Jet's heart and bring her comfort and peace

when dealing with so much tragedy. I also love the fact that even though you can clearly sense

chemistry between Jet and Rossi, they have a friendship as a foundation. I can't wait until the next

install to see if their friendship develops into something more. I enjoyed this.
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